
Mapping Pixels on Voxels and Merging Multiview Voxels

• Mapping pixels on voxels
• for each view
• finding the closest ray from a voxel
• inverse mapping from voxel to pixel
• RBF interpolation in every 10 voxels

• Merging multiview voxels
• L1-estimater (geometric median) in 

the color space
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Calibration 1

• intrinsic / extrinsic camera parameters, lens distortion, 
undistorted images  

• SfM (metashape)
• mask out submerged parts 

Ray Tracing with Refraction

• rays start from the view point and pass through pixels
• two-fold refraction: air-tank, tank-water
• irregular rays are excluded for better reconstruction
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Calibration2

• scale / tank coordinate system estimation
• extract the tank contours by the graph-cut algorithm
• fit the generated tank silhouette by 

the chamfer matching with M-estimator
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Input Images

• licorice (Glycyrrhiza) 
• hydroponic tank (transparent Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) , ⌀180mm, t=5mm)
• 36 views, fixed camera, manually controlled rotation
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Root Extraction
• Sato’s vessel extraction
• Thinning by 3D Canny

edge detector

Root Phenotyping Researches
• X-ray CT, MRI
• 2D sheet medium
• RootReader3D (Java+ImageJ)–R. T. Clark (Cornell) et al.: 

Three-Dimensional Root Phenotyping with a Novel 
Imaging and Software Platform, Plant Physiology, 2011.
• gellan gum (polymer) medium 

• Telephoto lens, 2m apart
• optical correction tank
• magnetically interfaced and computer controlled 

rotation table
• lightbox background

• 3D root phenotyping for improved carbon 
sequestration, S. Liu, C. Cotter, U. Georgia, 2019
• maize
• unearthed and dried hard
• 2800 images per plant

• M. Piñeros et al. Evolving technologies for growing, 
imaging, and analyzing 3D root system architecture of 
crop plants. Journal of Integrative Plant Biology, 2016.
• scaffold  to keep

the root’s natural 
shape

Conclusion and Future Work
• 3D shape of root in water was reconstructed from roughly 

controlled environment
• easier calibration with better markers (SfM → PnP)
• faster computation (CPU → GPU)
• higher resolution, time sequence and root traits extraction
• fewer input images
• learning with more data

Results Overlaid on the Input Images
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2.3.3 Irregular Rays

The rays passing near the edge of the cylinder intercross the
other rays which cause the spurious mapping to the images
(Figs. 3 and 8). These irregular rays are detected by the fold
of the p3, which is the second intersection of the ray with
the tank’s interior. The regular region is detected by

det

[
∂p3

∂u

∣∣∣∣
∂p3

∂v

∣∣∣∣N (p3)

]
≥ 0,

which is the determinant of the gradients of p3 in terms of
the pixel coordinate (u, v) and the surface normal at p3,
where

p3 = X(p2,v2, r − τ, h− τ,+1),

and the surface normal at a 3D point p on a
cylinder can easily be obtained by N (p) =(
px/

(
p2x + p2y

)
, py/

(
p2x + p2y

)
, 0
)
. After the regular

rays are determined, the voxels whose distance to the
closest ray is within the distance δ is used for further
computation.

2.4. Merging Multiview Voxels
We merge the multiview voxels Iijkl to form a single

voxel Vijk. Conventional multiview reconstruction methods
take logical-and of the binarized silhouette to form a visual
hull, but this is not robust to noise like binarization failure,
calibration error, and slight deformation during multiview
capture.

A 3D point can be occluded by other roots and cannot
be seen from all views. Instead of the binary shape-from-
silhouette method, assuming that the multiview rays coin-
cide together at a 3D point with the same pixel values, we
used the geometric median that minimizes the sum of non-
squared l2-norm. This is an L1 estimator which is robust in
a sense in the sense that its breakdown point is 0.5, and it is
applicable to multi-dimensional values. In the undistorted
input images, each pixel has RGB values, and it is inherited
to the corresponding voxel in Iijkl. For each voxel coordi-
nates (i, j, k) ,we apply the geometric median:

Vijk = argmin
x

N∑

l=0

‖x− Iijkl‖2 .

In this computation, irregular voxels detected in Sec. 2.3.3
are excluded.

2.5. Root Extraction
In the merged voxels, the roots should have string shape

with equal pixel values. To extract the roots from the
merged voxel, we used the features that were used to ex-
tract vessels from CT or MRI images proposed by Sato et al.
[17]. This algorithm computes the eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥

Figure 5. SfM result

λ3) of the Hessian of the voxel values to generate feature
values, and use the fact that λ1 ≈ 0 and λ2 ≈ λ3 % 0 stand
for brighter vessel-like objects in the darker background.
We use the gray-scale value of each voxel for adopting this
algorithm, and we call the generated feature as rootness.

For thinning the rootness, we extended Canny edge de-
tector [18] for 3D voxels. Instead of using 2D image edge
operator for edge orientation estimation, we use the eigen-
vector corresponding to the eigenvalue λ1 as the orientation
of root. For non-maximum suppression, the orientation of
eigenvector is discretized so that its coordinates are in -1, 0,
+1, and 13 dilation masks of 3×3×3 are applied depending
on the discretized orientation. We inherit the double thresh-
olds for robust tracking of roots with hysteresis. The voxels
with rootness higher than the high threshold are categorized
as root voxels, and those higher than the low threshold are
considered as root voxels if they are connected to the root
voxels determined by the high threshold.

Finally, the extracted roots are segmented and remapped
on the input undistorted images for easy check of the ex-
traction results.

3. Experiments
The target plant of the experiment is licorice (Gly-

cyrrhiza) and the images are offered by Kajima Corpora-
tion. Each image was captured in every about 10 degrees
of rotation, and N = 36 images are used for the exper-
iment. The camera model is Sony DSLR-A100 with the
image resolution of 3872 × 2592, and the focal length of
the lens is 24mm. The camera was placed about 40 cm
apart from the tank. The tank is made of transparent
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), whose radius, height
and wall thickness are r = 90.0mm, h = 246.6mm, and
τ = 5mm respectively. The refraction index of air, PMMA
and water are n1 = 1.000, n2 = 1.490, n3 = 1.333 respec-
tively. The lighting conditions and camera exposure were
fixed throughout capturing the total views.

As the SfM algorithm, we used Agisoft’s Metashape
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